EJÉRCITO ESPÍA

Red en Defensa de los Derechos Digitales, ARTICLE 19 Mexico and Central America, and SocialTIC, with the support of the Citizen Lab of the University of Toronto — and alongside the media outlets: Animal Político, Aristegui Noticias and Proceso— reveal three new cases of espionage against journalists and human rights defenders in Mexico.

These attacks all have something in common: they were all spied on using the Pegasus malware during this government administration, and while they carried out work and investigations related to human rights violations committed by the Armed Forces.

This investigation has collected evidence that shows that, contrary to promises made by the current President, during this government the Ministry of National Defense (SEDENA) acquired a remote information monitoring system from the company that exclusively represents the sale of Pegasus in Mexico. The evidence further shows how SEDENA has systematically lied before various institutions in order to conceal the existence of this contract.

The findings of this investigation show that the Federal Government has not fulfilled its commitment to end illegal espionage in Mexico, as well as refuting the thesis on which the current government has based the drive for militarization in the country.

We publish this collaborative work hoping that it contributes - once and for all - to the dismantling of the arbitrariness of intelligence mechanisms that operate without accountability, facilitating the violation of human rights violation and denying access to truth and justice for society.

1. How Pegasus works

Pegasus is spyware produced by the Israeli company NSO Group. Due to its exportation license, it can only be sold to governments.

The technological capabilities of Pegasus have grown in recent years. The malware takes advantage of unknown vulnerabilities — that is to say, vulnerabilities that are not known to the manufacturer of the device — to attack, infect and gain control of the device.

While the version of Pegasus that was documented in 2017 required user interaction, the most recent versions use zero-clic vulnerabilities for their attacks. This means that it is no longer necessary for the target to interact in any way — such as clicking on a link or opening a file— to infect the device.

In recent years, how Pegasus has taken advantage of vulnerabilities within mobile phone applications has been documented, for example the use of WhatsApp (2019) to infect telephones through a missed video call. In 2021 it was discovered that Pegasus had used a vulnerability in iMessage to access Apple devices.

Once Pegasus manages to infect a device, it can access practically everything on that device: text messages, calls, instant messenger applications (including encrypted applications such as WhatsApp or Signal), contacts list, emails, notes, photographs, and generally files that are stored on the device.
Pegasus can also access the telephone’s microphone and camera, as well as passwords that are saved on the device to access email and social media accounts. Once in total control of the device, Pegasus can delete any trace of the infection, becoming virtually undetectable.

Another significant change is that, given that it can attack a device at practically any time, it is no longer necessary for the infection to last for days or weeks. Similarly, the attacker can access message logs, through which they can obtain months of conversation history during one single attack.

Organizations including Citizen Lab of the University of Toronto and Amnesty International have developed forensic methodologies that allow them to identify if a device was attacked with Pegasus through a series of traces that the malware leaves in the device. This technical analysis allows them to link a device with, for example, the NSO Group infrastructure.

Based on forensic analysis, Citizen Lab has confirmed the detection of Pegasus on the devices of at least three people.
1. Case: Raymundo Ramos Vázquez

Raymundo Ramos Vázquez is a human rights defender who has documented serious human rights violations in the state of Tamaulipas for more than 20 years. He is President of the Nuevo Laredo Human Rights Committee.

Since 2010, through his work Raymundo has denounced forced disappearances, torture, extrajudicial executions, among other abuses perpetrated by the Armed Forces in the state.

Pegasus attacks

Forensic analysis by the University of Toronto's Citizen Lab found that Raymundo Ramos' devices were compromised with Pegasus malware on the following dates:

- Around 28 August 2020
- Around 2 September 2020
- Around 3 September 2020

Citizen Lab clarifies that these findings do not exclude the possibility that the device may have been infected on previous occasions.

Context of the attacks

Raymundo Ramos has systematically documented human rights violations committed by the Army and Navy in Tamaulipas. In the activist's own words, the accumulation of serious cases during this six-year [government] term and the fear that the reports could reach the international arena could have been the reason for the espionage against him.

In recent years, Ramos has accompanied at least three major cases involving the Armed Forces: in 2018, the forced disappearance of 56 people in Nuevo Laredo; in 2019, the extrajudicial execution of eight people; and in 2020, the murder of three civilians during a chase.

The attacks against Raymundo Ramos occurred days after the newspaper El Universal published a video showing a group of soldiers firing at a pickup truck allegedly carrying members of organized crime. The soldiers reported that there were no survivors in the confrontation and 12 people were killed.

The video refutes the Army's version by showing one person still alive after the shots were fired. Upon realizing this, a soldier orders the killing of this person. The newspaper revealed that among the alleged criminals there were also three kidnapped civilians, bound hand and foot, who were executed in the operation: two of them were shot in the thorax and one in the skull.
Between 16 and 19 August, Ramos was visiting Mexico City. On the 18th, the activist visited the editorial office of El Universal; that same day he held meetings with the Secretary of the Navy and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights.

On 24 August, the same day of the El Universal publication, Ramos criticized the actions of the military authorities in Tamaulipas in a column in the Washington Post.

Ramos was again in Mexico City between 25 and 27 August. On that occasion, he met again with the Secretary of the Navy, as well as the National Human Rights Commission (CNDH) and the media outlet Animal Político. On August 29—the day he was attacked with Pegasus— the activist held a meeting with personnel from the Secretariat of National Defense (SEDENA).

Subsequently, Ramos returned to Tamaulipas for the first anniversary of the extrajudicial executions in Valles de Anahuac, Nuevo Laredo, at the hands of the State Police and SEDENA. Citizen Lab confirmed in its analysis that Raymundo's phone was tapped with Pegasus around 2 and 3 September.

Over the years, the human rights defender has been the target of defamation and harassment campaigns for his work. Around the time of the Pegasus attacks, a text was also published in which he was falsely accused of defending the house of a leader of the Northwest Cartel.

Ramos states that on numerous occasions he has been singled out by members of the Armed Forces for "defending criminals" and has even been called their "enemy" for documenting abuses.

"The espionage puts my life, my integrity and my family at risk," says the defender, who adds that this administration "is feeding the impunity" of the military authorities.

Currently, Ramos is accompanying the murder case of Heidi, a five-year-old girl who was killed in September 2022 by an alleged stray bullet during an Army chase in Nuevo Laredo.

2. Case: Ricardo Raphael


Raphael escribe habitualmente acerca del acontecer nacional. Sus columnas proporcionan información y ofrecen contexto relevante al debate público, en especial en torno a escándalos políticos, investigaciones periodísticas y casos judiciales.

Ricardo Raphael is a journalist, political analyst, researcher and writer. He collaborates in several radio and television news programs, and is a columnist for Proceso and Milenio Diario. He is the author of the novel Hijo de la Guerra, the journalistic biography and Los
socios de Elba Esther, among other titles. He is currently the host of the morning newscast on channel ADN40.

Raphael writes regularly about national events. His columns provide information and offer relevant context to the public debate, especially on political scandals, journalistic investigations and court cases.

**Pegasus attacks**

Ricardo Raphael's device was attacked on the following dates:

- Around 30 October 2019
- Around 7 November 2019
- Around 16 November 2019
- Around 27 December 2020

In addition, forensic analysis of his mobile device found that Raphael had previously been targeted by Pegasus from 26 May 2016 through 25 August 2016.

**Context of the attacks**

Since the first Pegasus attacks against him in 2016, Ricardo Raphael has consistently addressed issues related to human rights violations by the Armed Forces in his media spaces.

For example, between May and August 2016 —the period in which he was spied on under the Peña Nieto government— the columnist reported on the discovery of skeletal remains, presumably of the Ayotzinapa normalista students, six kilometers from Cocula. Days later, he exposed the dissatisfaction of the president of the IACHR with "the unsustainable version" of the PGR regarding the Ayotzinapa case.

In October 2019, Raphael presented *Hijo de la Guerra* (Son of War), a book based on a series of interviews with an individual who presents himself as Galdino Mellado Cruz, one of the founders of the Zetas criminal group. Mellado Cruz died in May 2014, according to the official version. However, the author claims to have spoken with him in a prison in Chiconautla, Mexico State.

Raphael points out that the attacks with Pegasus coincide with the dates when he went on a media tour to promote his book. The articles that were published in those days about the book refer to the military origin of Los Zetas and the importance of that time for the subsequent violence in the country.

In addition, the week prior to the attacks, Ricardo held meetings with figures such as Francisco Cox, from the Interdisciplinary Group of Independent Experts (GIEI) of the Ayotzinapa case; and with Jan Jarab, Representative in Mexico of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights.
In 2020, Ricardo Raphael also published in The Washington Post about the violence of the Armed Forces in Tamaulipas, where he attributed the escalation to a collaboration agreement between the local governor and the authorities. Likewise, the journalist closely followed the judicial process against General Salvador Cienfuegos in the United States, as well as his subsequent extradition to Mexico.

On 13 December 2020, Raphael published an article in Proceso where he reported that José Luis Abarca, the municipal president of Iguala accused of being the mastermind in the Ayotzinapa case, would be released due to lack of evidence. A day before the last attack registered against Ricardo, on 26 December, a report published in Aristegui Noticias—titled "The end of the 'historical truth about Ayotzinapa'—cited the information published in Proceso about Abarca.

The espionage against Raphael has been used as part of a smear campaign orchestrated by Isabel Miranda de Wallace. In July 2022, Raphael reported having received a series of files obtained through wiretaps, with decontextualized fragments of a conversation he had at the end of 2019. These audios were also presented to the FGR to report an unfounded allegation of corruption.

That same month, his 12-year-old son received an unusual phone call, in which a man with a deep voice asked about his father and grandfather. "That's when I realized that they were... following me - spying on me," he says.

3. Case: Animal Político

Animal Político is a digital media outlet that covers issues related to human rights, corruption, accountability, among others. It has been the author of high-level journalistic investigations such as La Estafa Maestra (The Master Swindle) and Las empresas fantasma de Javier Duarte (Javier Duarte's ghost companies).

During this government administration, the media has been falsely accused by the Presidency of having alleged links with foreign financiers in order to criticize the current government.

Pegasus attacks

Forensic analysis by the Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto confirmed that an Animal Político journalist—whose identity is kept anonymous for security reasons—was attacked with Pegasus in 2021.

Again, Citizen Lab clarifies that these findings do not exclude the possibility that the device could have been infected on other previous occasions.

Context of the attacks

The attack on the Animal Político journalist occurred on the same day that the digital media outlet published a story related to human rights violations perpetrated by the Armed Forces and on days in which it met with sources linked to such violations.
During the current administration, Animal Político has provided critical coverage of human rights violations committed by the Armed Forces in Mexico. The media outlet has followed cases of forced disappearance and extrajudicial executions, among others, perpetrated by members of the Army and the Navy.

For Daniel Moreno, Director of Animal Político, these attacks are especially serious because the intervention of a journalist’s device implies a vulnerability for the entire newsroom, especially after the media outlet moved its operations to a remote work model due to the pandemic.

The spying on the Animal Político journalist put not only the person attacked at risk, but the entire newsroom of the media outlet. At the time of the attack, the journalist was in at least 25 chats involving colleagues and staff, topics and even sources of information.

Furthermore, the attacks are also an indication that there has been no substantial change in the use of spying technologies against journalists and human rights defenders.

**EVIDENCE**

1. **NSO Group only sells to governments**

NSO Group has repeatedly stated that it only sells its products to governments.

Shalev Hulio, President of NSO Group, has declared under oath before court in the United States on a number of occasions that the company only sells its technology to governments and their agencies for the purposes of national security and justice.

This is because sales of Pegasus are monitored and regulated by the Israeli government through an export control law. To export its technology, NSO Group must register with the Israeli Ministry of Defense.

According to Hulio, NSO Group’s contracts require its customers to prove that they are foreign governments or national security and/or law enforcement agencies authorized by a foreign government. In addition, the company assured the courts that it does not market or sell its technologies for use by private entities.

In an appearance before the European Parliament, NSO Group maintained its position: the company only sells to governments. “NSO’s products are licensed for sale with the approval of the Israeli Export Control Authority and are provided exclusively to government, intelligence and law enforcement agencies,” the Israeli firm’s General Counsel stated under oath.

NSO Group also told the European Parliament that it has put in place new security measures that prevent its systems from being moved or operated by unauthorized personnel. The company also obliges its clients to sign a government-to-government certificate in which they agree not to transfer the technology to third parties.
2. The Armed Forces have a system for "intelligence work".

On 3 August 2021, President Andrés Manuel López Obrador was questioned in his morning conference about the use of Pegasus by the Army. When asked about the status of the malware in SEDENA, the president responded:

> Andrés Manuel López Obrador: — At present there are no longer contracts with these companies. There is a service provided by the Ministry of Defense, as well as other ministries, such as the Navy, to carry out intelligence work…

> Journalist: — With Pegasus?

> AMLO: — No, a relationship with that company no longer exists

López Obrador also pledged to release more details. "We are going to inform, we are going to have the Secretary of Defense inform us in due time," he said. As of the date of publication of this text, neither the Presidency nor the SEDENA have clarified this intelligence system.

3. The current government — including the Army — continues to buy from Pegasus suppliers

Although the Federal Government has denied continuing to use Pegasus or having any relationship with the companies that marketed it in past administrations, there is evidence that the current administration has signed contracts during this six-year term with companies linked to the sale of Pegasus malware during the administration of Enrique Peña Nieto.

As a result of Project Pegasus, a network of intermediary companies headed by KBH Track was revealed, which includes several companies such as Proyectos y Diseños VME, BLITZ Corp, Grupo Comercial Vicra, Air Cap, BSD Applied Technologies and Comercializadora Antsua, among others.

These companies share key names among their legal representatives and shareholders. One of them is Marco Antonio Suárez Cedillo, who appears as legal representative of the company Diseños y Proyectos VME, which signed contracts and received payments related to Pegasus from CISEN, PGR and SEDENA during the previous government.

Suárez Cedillo also states that he is the legal representative of Comercializadora Antsua, a company that received a direct award of contract from the National Migration Institute in December 2019 for "leasing and technical support of computer equipment." The contract is reserved for five years under alleged national security reasons.

According to information obtained by the Guacamaya hacktivist group's leak, SEDENA has continued to request quotes from companies in the Pegasus network. For example, in November 2020, SEDENA requested a quote from Comercializadora Antsua; in March 2021, from Proyectos y Diseños VME; and in April 2022 (months after the Project Pegasus scandal), from KBH Track, to mention a few cases.
4. Comercializadora Antsua was authorized by NSO Group to sell Pegasus to SEDENA

On 20 July 2021, the Attorney General's Office of Mexico reported a series of investigations and searches carried out at the company KBH Track. As per journalistic reports, during these investigations several documents were recovered, including two letters accrediting Comercializadora Antsua as an entity authorized to offer Pegasus in Mexico.

The first letter, signed by NSO Group director Shalev Hulio, grants Comercializadora Antsua "rights and representation in Mexico" as of March 2018. The letter also mentions Air Cap—a company that participated in the renewal of Pegasus licenses to the PGR in 2017—as its representative until February 2018. Comercializadora Antsua and Air Cap are companies with a close relationship in the Pegasus intermediary network: the legal representative of Air Cap, Yaraví Yunuén Reséndiz Villalobos, was also part of the board of Comercializadora Antsua (Proceso, November 14, 2011).

The second letter, dated January 2018, authorizes Comercializadora Antsua to "exclusively represent NSO Group" before the Ministry of National Defense until 31 December 2019. During the search, several documents with the letterhead of the SEDENA were also recovered.

5. La SEDENA acquired a “remote monitoring service” from Comercializadora Antsua in 2019

The leak of Army documents by the hacker group Guacamaya has revealed that SEDENA acquired a "Remote Information Monitoring Service" from Comercializadora Antsua in April 2019, under contract DN-10 SAIT-1075/P/2019.

In a email sent by the Electronic Warfare Section of the General Directorate of Transmissions of SEDENA with the subject “Oficios Mortales” (Deadly Trades), a letter dated 18 January 2020 is attached, where the existence of that contract is acknowledged and refers to an original invoice corresponding to a second payment for the service provided from 1 June to 30 June 2019.
Another document referring to this contracting indicates that the company Fianzas y Cauciones Atlas S.A. granted a guarantee for 12 million pesos to Comercializadora Antsua for contract DN-10 SAIT-1075/P/2019, with a compliance date of 31 December 2020.

During the period in which this monitoring system was acquired from Antsua, the intermediary company was authorized by NSO Group to offer its products to SEDENA.
6. NSO Group has marketed Pegasus under other names

Faced with the bad reputation that Pegasus has gained from spying scandals around the world, NSO Group has resorted to using aliases to try to evade public scrutiny of its malware.

The Israeli company, for example, uses the name Q Cyber Technologies to try to go undetected and refers to its product simply as Q Suite.

Alternate names for Pegasus that have been identified include Minotaur in Thailand, used to spy on pro-democracy movement activists in the Asian country.

NSO Group also tried to sell Pegasus to the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in 2019, under the name Phantom, a report in The New York Times revealed.

Pegasus’ multiple identities make it more difficult to detect through contract searches or information access requests, and also allow governments to conceal the fact that they have the malware.

7. The Federal Government has concealed its links to Comercializadora Antsua

Following the revelations made by the Pegasus Project in 2021, the federal government published information about the network of companies that sold the malware during the administration of Enrique Peña Nieto. However, Comercializadora Antsua’s membership in this network has been inexplicably omitted.

On 21 July, the then Head of the Secretariat of Finance and Public Credit’s Financial Investigations Unit, Santiago Nieto, presented a list of companies linked to the network of intermediaries that sold Pegasus during the previous government. However, in his presentation he omitted Comercializadora Antsua, despite the fact that it shared the same “fronts” with companies such as Proyectos y Diseños VME or KBH Track, which were mentioned.

Apart from the omissions, the Army has systematically denied having contracts with this company. For example, in response to requests for access to information made by R3D in late 2019, SEDENA responded in December 2019 that "after conducting an exhaustive search in the files of the Secretariat, no documentary evidence was found," despite the fact that as has been demonstrated above, SEDENA contracted a “Remote Information Monitoring Service” from Comercializadora Antsua in April 2019.
The SEDENA even falsified statements before the Attorney General's Office (FGR) within the investigation file related to the spying with Pegasus during the government of Enrique Peña Nieto. In response to a request from the FGR addressed to SEDENA asking for "information (…) related to surveillance and/or similar equipment between ANTSUA and the Ministry of National Defense", the military agency responded on 31 May 2022 that "it has not formalized any contractual instrument (…) with Comercializadora Antsua, S.A. de C.V.".
The Army has gone so far as to deny the submission of information to the Superior Audit Office of the Federation, as indicated in a communication signed by the General Directorate of Audit of Information Technology and Communications, obtained through the documents leaked by the hacktivist group Guacamaya.

In the email, the ASF confirms that the SEDENA failed to comply with the requirement to provide “[the] database with information on contracts and amending agreements in force in fiscal years 2019 and 2020 (including multi-year contracts from previous fiscal years), entered into between the SEDENA and Comercializadora Antsua, S.A. de C.V.” The Army also failed to comply with the submission of existing contracts, technical annexes and amending agreements, invoices and credit notes that would have applied during fiscal years 2019 and 2020.

8. SEDENA has illegally spied in the past

Despite lacking legal powers to conduct communication surveillance, the Ministry of National Defense has carried out such surveillance in the past.

In October 2021, the Commission for Truth and Access to Justice in the Ayotzinapa case (COVAJ) made public that the SEDENA intercepted the communications of several actors involved in the disappearance of the normalista students.
This illegal surveillance was also taken up in the third report of the Interdisciplinary Group of Independent Experts (GIEI), presented in February 2022, where it states that the Army "had tapped the communications of relevant actors in the events even when they were occurring".

In fact, both the Report of the Presidency of the Commission for Truth and Access to Justice in the Ayotzinapa Case (COVAJ), published in August 2022, and the fourth report of the GIEI published in September 2022 affirm that the SEDENA used the Pegasus system indiscriminately to intercept communications, including those of relatives of the disappeared students.

The GIEI has also accused SEDENA of continuing to deny that private communications were intercepted despite the existence of documents in military archives that show such surveillance and that it continues to conceal documents related to surveillance linked to the Ayotzinapa case.

9. There is a link between the work of the people spied on with Pegasus and human rights violations committed by the Armed Forces.

The three individuals who have been spied on with Pegasus between 2019 and 2021 in the documented cases have systematically reported human rights violations committed by the Armed Forces, such as forced disappearances, extrajudicial executions, torture, among others.

In the case of Raymundo Ramos, his work has focused on reporting and on accompanying victims in Tamaulipas, where there has been an escalation in violence committed by the Army and Navy. Such abuses have also been addressed in journalistic investigations by both Ricardo Raphael and the Animal Político team.

In the case of Ricardo Raphael, the journalist considers that his approach to issues involving the Armed Forces could have led to an interest in spying on him. This includes cases such as the Ayotzinapa case, the coverage of human rights violations in Tamaulipas and the case of General Cienfuegos. The author also does not rule out that the surveillance around the time of the presentation of his book El hijo de la Guerra is related to the historical link between former members of the military and the Zetas criminal group.

All three have also been targets of defamation and harassment as a result of their work. Attempts have been made to discredit Raymundo Ramos’ human rights work by falsely linking him to organized crime, while Animal Político and Ricardo Raphael have been accused without evidence during President López Obrador's morning conferences of addressing issues that are sensitive to the current government.

CONCLUSIONS

From all of the evidence obtained, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. At least **three journalists and human rights defenders**, whose work and investigations are related to human rights violations committed by the Armed Forces **were spied on with the Pegasus malware** from NSO Group between 2019 and 2021.

2. **Comercializadora Antsua S.A. de C.V.** was authorized to exclusively represent **NSO Group** before the **Ministry of National Defense** from March 2018 to, at least, December 2019. In addition, this company is closely linked to other companies that are proven to have **sold Pegasus** to various federal government agencies during the government of Enrique Peña Nieto.

3. The Ministry of National Defense contracted a **"remote information monitoring system" in April 2019** from Comercializadora Antsua S.A. de C.V.

4. The Ministry of National Defense **concealed the existence of this contract** from the Attorney General's Office, the Federal Superior Audit Office and R3D through access to information requests.

5. The army **does not have the authority to intercept private communications of civilians**, however, it has carried out and continues to carry out interceptions of private communications in an illegal manner.

6. In Mexico, **the Army spies**. Multiple indications point to a high degree of probability that it is behind the Pegasus attacks on journalists and human rights defenders documented in this report.